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The New Political Capitalism bridges the gap between the reality of the relationship between
politics and business, and the lack of familiarity of the business community, even at the most
senior levels, with political thinking. The book demonstrates how businesses that develop
effective political antennae can enhance their performance in the emerging age of Political
Capitalism.This new book challenges the notion that business is, or can ever be, 'apolitical'. It
argues that politics – the visible reflection of social values and cultural trends – shapes the
environment in which business operates. More and more people are becoming politicised in the
sense that they have, strong views about how our societies should function – and the role that
business must play. Socio-political issues increasingly affect purchasing decisions with the
marketplace becoming one way in which citizens express their political identity – the rise of what
some have called 'political consumerism'. Markets themselves are politically constructed.
Investors increasingly focus on corporations' political positions – be they environmental or
societal.Drawing upon extensive research and case studies, this book meshes socio-political
trends with business purpose, strategy and operations. From why businesses exist at all, to the
importance of diversity, to what they stand for culturally and politically, The New Political
Capitalism dissects the opportunities available for businesses that develop effective political
antennae.



‘A major contribution to the emerging literature on the future of capitalism. Joe Zammit-Lucia
shows how business and markets necessarily operate within a social and political context – and
demolishes the statist/neo-liberal dichotomy.’Professor Sir John Kay, London School of
Economics and Political Science. Fellow, St John’s College, Oxford‘In The New Political
Capitalism Joe Zammit-Lucia explains why the currently dysfunctional relationship between
politics and business is holding us back. From the climate crisis to growing inequality to supply
chain disruption, none of the complex, multi-faceted challenges that the world currently faces
can be addressed by politics or business acting alone – the two must work in partnership. The
New Political Capitalism is essential reading for all who are seeking to build more resilient
societies based on better political and better business cultures.’Helle Thorning-Schmidt, Prime
Minister of Denmark, 2011–2015. Member, European Council on Foreign Relations. Board
Member, Vestas Wind Systems A/S‘The New Political Capitalism is a book for our times. Never
in our contemporary history have the links between the world of business and the political
environment been so close. This is the case in our democratic Western societies, but also in the
Eastern autocracies. In France, we have seen a young man, Emmanuel Macron, move directly
from an investment bank to the state palace of the Elysée, first as deputy secretary general in
charge of the economy, then as president. What we needed was a comprehensive framework for
the links between politics and business to give us a better understanding of the world around us.
As an enlightened observer of the world of politics as well as business, Joe Zammit-Lucia gives
us a landmark book. I advise all those interested in political science to read it.’Renaud Girard,
Grand Reporter and Foreign Affairs Columnist, Le Figaro. Professor of International Strategy,
Sciences Po, Paris, France‘The New Political Capitalism identifies and explores the crucial,
necessarily interdependent relationship between business and government. The simplistic
elevation to dominance of de-regulated, financialized markets generated the Global Financial
Crisis and the populist threats to the democratic order that followed. Now Joe Zammit-Lucia
examines the intricacies of political economy in the digital age. The New Political Capitalism is
an essential guide for establishing a stable and sustainable future out of the incoherent chaos
that surrounds us.’William H Janeway, Managing Director, Warburg Pincus Private Equity, New
York; Faculty Member, University of Cambridge; Member, Board of Governors of the Institute for
New Economic Thinking‘Timely, highly relevant, insightful, useful and readable are the words
that come to mind as I read The New Political Capitalism. I heard some of my own frustrated
comments mirrored in the scripts. Getting to win-win with other sector partners is hard work and I
so enjoyed the many examples Joe uses to illustrate the simultaneously connected yet
disconnected realities that business and politics need to navigate together. Building trust and
this win-win muscle is essential if we are to address the societal challenges and business
opportunities that are so often two sides of the same coin.’Gail Klinsworth, Inter alia Board Chair,
Globescan, Toronto, Canada and Chair, Board of Trustees, The Shell Foundation. Chief
Sustainability Officer, Unilever 2012–2015‘Joe brings together a rare combination of strengths:
he has a nose for new trends; he is a critical thinker; and his writings are lucid and with wit. The



New Political Capitalism reflects all these strengths. The book captures a seismic change in the
relations between politics and business. The reinvigorated force of geopolitics, the failings of
neoliberalism, and a quest for identity during uncertain times have re-inaugurated the primacy of
politics, in small and large. Joe captures this trend, illustrates it with examples from the corporate
world, and indicates how we can make the best out of it. Spoiler alert: the answer can neither be
to go back to “we just make money”, nor should we fuel the quest for belonging with superficial
marketing tricks.’Leon Wansleben, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne,
Germany‘Those of us who have spent time in the worlds of politics and business often struggle
to define the differences and overlaps between the two. Joe Zammit-Lucia’s book is an
impressive analysis of that relationship. The book is well written and the author, as both a
successful entrepreneur and deep thinker, has many important insights. Business schools, in
particular, will benefit from this analysis of the politicized environment within which business
currently operates.’The Rt Hon Sir Vince Cable, UK Secretary of State for Business, Innovation
and Skills and President of the Board of Trade, 2010–2015. Professor in Practice, London
School of Economics and Political Science. Former Chief Economist, Royal Dutch Shell plc.‘This
book’s insights on the changing competitive landscape should be required reading for all senior
executives facing a new-game environment in which the model for customer value creation is
changing – a scenario facing virtually all industry sectors today. Joe Zammit-Lucia has
consistently been one of the most astute observers and predictors of the core issues senior
executives must master. This book is a must-read for understanding why some companies are
leaders and others laggards in leading the customer experience revolution.’Dr Lynn Phillips,
Faculty Member and Professor of Marketing, Stanford Graduate School of Business, 1983–
1996. Managing Director, Reinventures, California.To Astrid and Mario‘The good life is one
inspired by love and guided by knowledge.’Bertrand RussellJoin the
discussionvisitAcknowledgementsThis book draws on the work of many who have addressed
similar issues in the past and who have reported and provided insights on events from around
the world. My thanks to them for their valuable work, without which this book would not have
been possible.My thanks to the many friends, colleagues and acquaintances, too numerous to
list, who, through countless discussions and conversations, have continually challenged my
thinking and helped improve my understanding of the topics I have tried to address. Particular
thanks to Richard Galea Debono, Paul Goldsmith, William H Janeway, Gail Kintworth, Rick
Smith, Mike Tuffrey and Leon Wansleben for generously agreeing to read early drafts of the
manuscript and devoting their time to providing valuable comments that I have tried my best to
incorporate.All remaining errors of fact or judgement are entirely my own.‘It is not the most
intellectual of the species that survives; it is not the strongest that survives; but the species that
survives is the one that is able best to adapt and adjust to the changing environment in which it
finds itself.’Leon C Megginson (1963)1paraphrasing Charles Darwin’s Origin of
SpeciesContentsPreface1. Bridging the Cultural Divide2. What is Politics?3. Markets are Political
Constructs4. The Politics of Globalization5. Cultural Leadership6. The Political Brand7. The New



Political CapitalismReferencesIndexPrefaceBusiness and politics are inseparable. The
relationship is as complex as it is dynamic. And it is becoming ever more relevant to sustainable
business success.These are the central messages of this book.It is often thought that ‘political’
equates with partisan politics, or with the increasingly grubby nature of political campaigning, or
with the shady world of lobbying for self-interest. Yet politics is not that. Politics is the mechanism
by which we all decide what kind of society we wish to live in. That is something in which every
one of us has an interest and about which we have views – often visceral and strongly held.
Politics is ‘a great and civilizing human activity’, as Bernard Crick put it in his seminal work In
Defence of Politics.1 He goes on to argue that establishing a functioning political order that
recognizes different views, different preferences and even different truths marks the birth, or the
recognition, of freedom.The relationship between politics and business has always been, and
will remain, complicated. For the last several decades a school of thought has prevailed that
business is driven purely by commercial logic. That political issues had little place in business
management. And when they did, they were often viewed as irritants getting in the way of ‘doing
business’. That perspective has always been a simplistic one that didn’t stand up to the most
cursory of scrutinies.Things have changed. As I explore in the examples examined in this book,
considerations that are political in nature now permeate almost every aspect of corporations’
operations. We shall see how Google and Microsoft employees intervened in their employer’s
ability to provide services to US immigration and defence authorities because they were not in
agreement with public policy in these areas. How, by following a purely commercial logic, Harley
Davidson management demonstrated a set of values that were at odds with those of their
employees. How the nature and shape of globalization is changing in the face of realigning
geopolitical forces. How political failures have contributed to significant scandals and damage
for Wirecard, Volkswagen and Boeing.From issues related to climate change and environmental
degradation, to political expectations of what the multinational model should deliver, to investors’
increasing focus on ethical behaviour, sustainability, and the long-term social value-added of
corporations in which they invest, political issues have now become a core driver of future
commercial success and corporate valuations. Some have argued that political logic is
overtaking commercial logic in shaping how markets operate.In other words, we have entered a
new era – The New Political Capitalism.This is not a superficial development that will pass. It is
rooted in the belief that our system of political economy is now failing too many. Large swathes of
the population see the social contract breaking down with ever more people being left behind
and environmental damage increasing even as the amount of financial wealth being created
continues to soar. The inter-relationship between business and politics is in the eye of that storm
– what some have labelled ‘Angrynomics’.2The New Political Capitalism is reflected in the
emerging ‘Cornwall Consensus’ that followed the G7 leaders’ meeting in Cornwall in 2021. It is
starting to replace the longstanding Washington Consensus of globalized, laissez faire
neoliberalism. Instead, the Cornwall Consensus prioritizes a politics that moves proactively to
shape markets to deliver a better political economy. It recognizes the central role of politics in the



construction of functioning markets.How can businesses adapt to this new era?Success will
come to those who develop a deep understanding of how politics and the constant contestation
of political ideas work, how they drive as well as follow contemporary culture, and how to embed
these understandings into the core of their business models.The world is changing – fast. The
shape and nature of that change wi ll have the characteristics of politics, not business. Volatile,
emotional, complex, multi-directional and multi-dimensional, not comfortably linear. Full of the
unexpected. As in politics, businesses must now look at their addressable market as a coalition
of customers that share values and political outlooks. Outlooks that change more rapidly over
time making the market fluid and only manageable and somewhat predictable if looked at
through a political lens.To thrive in this world, business thinking will move on from traditional
approaches. Business leaders that will navigate the new era successfully are those who develop
and hone the skills to think, act and structure their business politically as well as they have, to
date, honed their skills to think and act commercially and financially.This is not a technique. It’s a
frame of mind.As we shall see, a number of brands – like Benetton and Patagonia – have always
had political issues as a core part of their brand identity. Others such as Nike have dived into the
Black Lives Matter movement. Yet others are now exploring how to integrate their customers’
increasing, and ever more passionate, engagement with political issues – from climate change
to diversity to environmental sustainability and to many others – into their value propositions and
customer experiences. How to behave in a world where businesses’ understandable desire to
be liked by everyone and disliked by no one is becoming increasingly hard to sustain in a world
that is progressively more polarized on political issues.The shouty world of social media is yet
another major political issue to be addressed – both for social media companies themselves and
for business and for politics in general.Even in the time it has taken to move this book from a
final manuscript to a published book, events have moved on significantly – all in the same
direction: an ever-increasing impact of political considerations on corporations’ performance. We
have seen an aggressive Chinese crackdown on commercial interests that were claimed not to
be in the wider societal interests – however financially successful they may have been.
Governments’ agents such as central banks have been struggling with how to manage monetary
policy in a way that balances political imperatives and the needs of capital markets. ‘Selective
decoupling’ driven by ever increasing concerns around national security, commercial production
processes, energy security, and trans-national debt as countries have found themselves
dependent on geostrategic rivals – a state of affairs that may deliver short term financial benefits
but is politically unsustainable.We have seen financially efficient but clearly non-resilient supply
chains that seemed to have weathered the COVID-19 pandemic break down to near collapse as
demand started to recover. An energy crisis that sent the price of natural gas soaring. A
widespread shortage of skills came to light. All of which was met with loud demands from
business and from citizens for governments to intervene just as they did to support businesses
during the pandemic and, before that, in the financial crisis. The usual business mantra of
‘politics should keep out of our way so we can continue to do business’ was nowhere to be



seen.A senior businessperson I was speaking to worried that the development of the New
Political Capitalism could destroy a significant amount of value creation. At the time of writing,
the China crackdown had reduced valuations by some $2 trillion. But we need to look at
developments through a different lens if we are really to understand them. What is happening is
a societal re-evaluation of what ‘value’ they expect business to deliver. The late twentieth-
century financialized capitalism where the conception of business was that its primary, and for
some its exclusive, role was to make money and deliver shareholder value; that the only ‘value’
that matters is that which can be measured in financial returns, is well past its sell by date. Today,
that is seen as far too blinkered a definition of the role of business in our societies.Business is
part of our panoply of political institutions. Corporations are political and social actors. They play
a significant role in employment, consumption patterns, environmental sustainability, national
security, market structures and regulation, and even in the election process itself in those
countries that have elections. In that context, there is a growing consensus that the role of
business is broader and fuzzier – to help create a better society. That is the ‘value’ that citizens
everywhere now want to see business deliver – not just financial returns and stock price
performance. What constitutes ‘a better society’ is, of course a purely political question placing
business right at the core of political debate.By the time you read this book, events will have
moved on even further. Exactly how cannot be perfectly forecast. But one thing is certain. With
every passing week, month and year, we will see headlines in every newspaper and business
magazine that further highlight the increasingly political nature of markets and the increasing
importance of political considerations in business success. We will also see a widening in the
performance gap between those businesses that understand these issues and incorporate them
into their purpose, strategy and operations, and those that do not.I hope that the examples I
have examined in this book can help further understanding of the intimate and ever-dynamic
relationship between business and politics and help management and executives enhance their
success in the new age of political capitalism.Notes1 Crick, Bernard. In Defence of Politics.
Pelican Books, 19642 Angrynomics is the title of a book by Eric Lonergan and Mark Blyth.
Agenda Publishing, 2020.1Bridging the Cultural Divide‘Politics is pervasive. Everything is
political and the choice to be “apolitical” is usually just an endorsement of the status quo and the
unexamined life.’Barbara SolnitAmerican author and activistA friend, a chairman of a major
multinational, was relating some discussions he had been having with his peers at a business
event:‘We were discussing politics. We came to the conclusion that politics operates to a totally
different logic from business. And, quite honestly, we don’t understand it.’Business and politics
do operate to different thought processes, a different culture and different perspectives. And
many in business wrestle with a framework so fundamentally different to that which they are
used to – and which they need to run their businesses successfully.My friend’s words put me in
mind of C.P. Snow’s renowned 1959 Rede Lecture on the divide between art and science:I felt I
was moving among two groups – comparable in intelligence … who in intellectual, moral and
psychological climate had so little in common that instead of going from Burlington House or



South Kensington to Chelsea, one might have crossed an ocean … They have a curious
distorted image of each other. Their attitudes are so different that, even at the level of emotion,
they can’t find much common ground. 1This book is intended to make some contribution
towards bridging that cultural divide. To provide a framework for how businesses can enhance
their success in the new age of political capitalism through an understanding of political
rationality, the development of effective political antennae within their organizations and
adapting their operations to the ever-increasing impact of political considerations on business
performance.When I was working in business, neither I nor my colleagues nor those in more
senior positions really understood political culture. We had very little interest in taking the time to
understand it. The general feeling about politics was one of frustration. If only politics would just
keep out of it, we would be able to get on and run our businesses properly. That was the
prevailing discourse.Neither are such divides limited to business and politics. During the
COVID-19 crisis, I was having a repeated ping-pong conversation with a friend I have known
since we were at school together. He, too, was totally soured on politics except that, in his view, it
was science, not business, that should reign supreme.‘Science is humanity’s best hope for
advancement and indeed survival into the future. From pandemics to the existential threat to our
species of climate change, science is the one shining hope. Politics and politicians can be
enablers of scientific progress. More often than not, they are disablers and contrive to muddy the
waters of rational thought and decision making,’ read one of his emails. He goes on to say that
scientists are human exemplars ‘compared to the narcissists and ego-centred individuals in the
political and business fields.’None of this is surprising. We all have a tendency to be tribal. To
believe that our tribe is somehow different – and better. Locked in our bubbles of friends and
colleagues who are like us, our biases tend to grow rather than wane, leading to a collective
belief in the essential righteousness and superiority of our own perspectives.We also tend to
empathize more easily with those of our own tribe. Through repeated email conversations,
another friend, an accomplished surgeon, would repeatedly stress the impact of the COVID
pandemic on healthcare workers. One of his emails concluded, ‘Pity about healthcare staff!!!’ I
felt compelled to respond that maybe some pity should also flow towards those who had passed
away and their families. I thought it would, maybe, be trying to push his empathy envelope too far
also to suggest sympathy with those who had lost their businesses and livelihoods, with the
politicians and policymakers who had to make impossibly difficult decisions daily, and all the
rest.It’s not that my friend is an unsympathetic person, just that it is much more natural for all of
us to sympathize with those whose situation we understand and feel close to. With those who
are one of us – the in-group.Then there is the human tendency to create binaries and put them in
conflict. It soon becomes ‘business vs politics’; or, as one sociology professor recently put it to
me, ‘capitalism vs humanity’; or, as we saw during the COVID-19 pandemic, ‘saving lives vs the
economy’; or whatever else we can put in opposition. All false binaries that create conflict, close
people’s eyes to alternative perspectives and to the fact that everything is interconnected. It
ensures groupthink with ever-rebounding echoes of a constricted language where dissent and



fresh ideas struggle to find an opening. Yet, nothing is an either/or. Most things are also/and. We
need different disciplines, different sets of responsibilities and different lenses through which to
see the world we all live in. Diversity of thought, of political views, of ideas, of business models,
of ways of seeing the world – that is what drives progress and innovation and provides resilience.
We can see it in the beautiful and highly effective diversity of the natural world – a diversity that
we are, sadly, destroying. Through that wonderful diversity emerge functioning ecosystems that
are self-sustaining, resilient and able to evolve – without anyone needed to manage them.
Indeed, any attempts at human ‘management’ usually result in disaster.This came home to me
while hiking in Japan. We were on a ridge. To the left was a pine plantation managed for logging.
Zero diversity. A monoculture of pine trees. To the right, the hill fell off more steeply making it
unsuitable for commercial exploitation. It remained wild and diverse. As I stood on the ridge, I
could hear to the right of me the sounds of life – birds, creatures rustling in the undergrowth,
bees and butterflies, the lot. To the left was total silence. The lack of diversity had killed life. Just
like tribal belief systems that become monocultural, trotting out the same old mantras to the
exclusion of looking beyond the tribe for different ideas and approaches, end up killing those
very systems and leaving devastation in their wake.Having spent many years first working in the
medical/scientific field and then in business, I too was locked into my own tribal beliefs. Since
then, I have spent a number of years in the political world. This has helped me look at things
through a political lens as well. It has improved my understanding of both the differences and the
essential complementarity of business and politics, the positives that emerge from some of the
inevitable tensions between the two and the importance of building political perspectives into
business organization s and business decision making.This book is not yet another diatribe
pitting government and the private sector against each other. The world has had to suffer
through enough of that claptrap and nonsense for decades. It is, instead, based on the
indisputable fact that politics and business are essential and important components of our
society. That improving the interaction between the two will yield substantial benefits. That
businesses that are able to look at the world through a political lens as well as the commercial
one will do better – better for themselves, and better for how our societies function. But for
diversity of thought and perspective to flourish, we need a common language and minds that are
open to listening to, and capable of understanding, other perspectives. The ability to see
diversity as enriching. The willingness to change our entrenched views in response to alternative
ideas without fear of disapproval from our peer group because we have dared to challenge
received wisdom and tribal beliefs. Otherwise, diversity, as well as that other fashionable if more
unwieldy term ‘multi-disciplinarity’ become a Tower of Babel; all of us locked into our own way of
seeing the world, our own set of acronyms that lock others out, remaining unable even to start to
comprehend what others are saying, never mind learn from them.And, maybe above all, we
need some humility.But, it seems, these are still minority views. Speaking to a senior Apple
executive recently and relating the ‘Why doesn’t politics just keep out of it so we can do
business?’ attitude that I mistakenly imagined had become obsolete, her response was ‘Sounds



familiar.’Some time back, I wrote a paper on corporate governance,2 including how to address
the incendiary issue of executive pay. Another chairman of a major multinational told me that he
disagreed with everything I had written in the paper – except for one useful insight: that many of
the issues raised were purely political in nature. This should have come as no surprise, seeing
as the paper was targeted at policymakers. But it was clear that the chair in question saw the
term ‘political’ as interchangeable with ‘irrelevant’, or ‘irritating’, even, maybe, illegitimate in a
business context.The flipside of this emerged when Boris Johnson in an unguarded moment
well prior to his elevation to the office of UK Prime Minister, blurted out ‘F**k business!’ – a
moment of frustration at a business establishment that sought to thwart his Brexit campaign. At
the time, many of my business friends were shocked by an outburst that they considered nigh on
sacrilegious. It is not clear why they should be so offended when, not infrequently, they express
similar sentiments about politicians, occasionally in equally florid language.The cultural gulf
between business and politics remains wide and persistent. ‘Business is business and politics is
politics and never the twain shall meet,’ according to American journalist Suzy Welch.The
premise of this book is that such attitudes are not only mistaken, they are also damaging both to
those businesses whose leaders and executives hold such views and to the fabric of our
societies. Here, I shall explore how and why business and politics are not only related but are
vital, inextricably linked and interdependent parts of our complex social systems – what used to
be called the political economy. It’s a term that seems to have fallen out of favour except with a
few academics such as the late Alberto Alesina (1957–2020), who kept the concept alive in the
face of decades of academic economics that, remarkably, had seen fit to set to one side issues
relating to trust, moral values, beliefs, and norms – the bread and butter of politics. Neoclassical
economics ‘abstracts from social, political and institutional aspects of real markets which cannot
be dismissed as “exogenous” factors but are inherent, and indeed may be essential,
characteristics of the functioning of markets in the real world,’3 as we shall see in Chapter 3.If
nothing else, the 2008 financial crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic, and the perceived success (at
least for now) of China’s state-directed economy have all put paid to any credibility in the idea
that business and politics are separate. Businesses of all shapes and sizes held their hands out
for government bailouts that, all told, ran into the multi-trillions. They saw central banks buy their
bonds in vast quantities and even start accepting junk bonds as collateral. All deep and wide
interventions by public institutions to prop up business when needed. Where was the ‘Keep out
of my way so I can get on with my business’ mantra then?Not to mention how Western business
leaders, attracted by China’s economic potential, seem happy to co-operate with the political
establishment and, as we shall see later, when investing in the country even let themselves be
subjugated to highly onerous political demands. Yet in their own countries they kick, scream and
express dismay at government action that doesn’t come anywhere near being as intrusive.
Eventually they will be faced with the question: why is it that you seem happy to sign up to highly
restrictive conditions to access the China market but not the US or EU or other markets where
any restrictions actually have democratic legitimacy and therefore represent, as best possible,



what our societies wish?COVID-19 has changed, perhaps permanently, the perceived role of
government in the economy and in its relationship with commercial enterprise. Interventions on a
scale previously unseen maybe even in wartime have placed government action at the centre of
commercial enterprise and it remains unclear when, how and if government will, once again,
retreat. The pandemic, coupled with the changing geopolitical landscape, has also emboldened
government intervention in the nature and shape of globalization, broadening the definition of
strategically important industries and opening further discussion on the role of self-sufficiency as
opposed to globally dispersed supply chains focused on short-term financial efficiency.Both the
financial crisis and the pandemic, piled as they were on top of growing awareness of ever-
increasing environmental and social breakdown, accelerated an already existing significant
change in thinking about the relationship between business and politics and the role of business
in society. Many businesses stepped up during the COVID-19 pandemic to protect their workers,
change production lines to produce products and equipment needed for the crisis, and to start
re-thinking their role in society. Sadly, a number did not. While readily pocketing the
government’s shilling, they soon reverted to their old habits of believing that they had no other
duty to society except to maximize financial returns to which their own remuneration was linked.
Highly damaging to people’s trust in, and respect for, business and its leadership. And
frustrating, to say the least, for those business leaders who did step up.There are, today, plenty
of business leaders who recognize the significant political power that they have (and I shall
explain in Chapter 2 what I mean by ‘political’) and choose to use that power to improve the
societies in which we live. From McDonald’s to Patagonia, to several others around the world,
successful businesses have embarked on a journey that does not put their business into conflict
with wider social and political imperatives. Rather, they are making tremendously important
contributions to the wider social order.Of course, the relationship between business and politics
is dynamic. It changes across time and between cultures and countries, and never reaches a
stable equilibrium. That relationship is widely different in the US than it is in Germany, Japan, or
China. But it is important everywhere. A 2019 survey of asset managers conducted by UBS, a
Swiss bank, found that 66 per cent of fund managers believed that politics, rather than economic
fundamentals, was the primary mover of market performance.We all operate as part of the
political economy and businesses that can look at themselves through a political lens as well as
a financial one are more likely to have sustained success. I hope that executives will therefore
find some usefulness in the discussions, controversies and polemics raised in this book,
allowing them to manage their businesses more effectively and more sustainably. Less prone to
being taken by surprise by political actions that affect their business, yet which are often fairly
predictable – directionally if not in the details of specific policy initiatives. Some might find it
helpful also to explore how their own actions have political impact, an issue explored later in
Chapter 2.Issues taking up a huge amount of senior management time and corporate resources
– from Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) questions, to the relationship between
data and privacy in a digitized world, to the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) on our whole



social fabric, to the regulation of financial markets and the search for financial stability, to supply
chain structures, to very many others – are all driven by the prevailing political climate and the
political way of thinking. These developments increasingly require senior executive teams to
have a deep understanding of political thinking. They cannot easily be dealt with by delegating
them to departments of public affairs or corporate social responsibility. The issues are core to
the very functioning of the business.Companies used to avoid political issues at almost any cost.
But those still relying on a strategy of abstention and neutrality are quickly learning that it no
longer works the way it once did. Sometimes it leads to more harm than good. 4Nor is it
sufficient to reduce corporations’ position on issues of political importance to box-ticking
exercises – like spending resources on filling in forms to achieve some kind of positioning on the
ever-multiplying generic indices of corporate sustainability or ESG performance – if these
exercises are not intimately linked to corporate purpose, strategic objectives and operational
performance. In other words, to the role of one’s business in our societies.As Jane Fraser wrote
on her first day as CEO of Citi:“Our ESG agenda can’t just be a separate layer that sits above
what we do day-to-day. Our commitments to closing the gender pay gap, to advancing racial
equity, and to pioneering the green agenda have demonstrated that this is good for business
and not at odds with it. And we will continue to be part of the solution to these challenges and
enable others to do so as well.” 5On the other hand, we must not take it all too far. While
business has a vitally important positive role to play, private enterprise cannot be expected to
solve all of today’s social and political issues. Rather it’s a question of ensuring that business
practices are aligned with societal expectations rather than engaging in business practices that
make things worse. Ensuring that businesses and societies can thrive as the world becomes
increasingly politicized.When preparing this book, I spoke to a few literary agents. Explaining the
project to one of them, he told me that he was particularly interested in business books, having
just completed his MBA at Imperial College, London. I asked whether there had been any
politics classes as part of his course, whether the interrelationship between business and
politics had been discussed. It will come as no surprise to anyone that the answer was negative.
As Tom Peters put it in an article relating how he was ‘angry, disgusted and sickened’ at how
McKinsey & Co., his first employer, and its army of clever MBAs ended up paying nearly $600
million for their part in the US opioid scandal: ‘business schools typically emphasise marketing,
finance, and quantitative rules. The “people stuff” and “culture stuff” gets short shrift in virtually
all cases.’6 It is time to plug that gap and to recognize that politics is what people stuff and
culture stuff is all about. I hope that this book might stimulate others to bring their own
experiences and insights to bear on a subject the importance of which to the business world –
and to our societies – is only matched or exceeded by the lack of attention it seems to
receive.Ludwig von Mises – one of the thinkers behind what was later to become known as
‘neoliberalism’ – expressed his views as follows:The mixing of politics and business not only is
detrimental to politics, as is frequently observed, but even much more so to business. 7That
formulation has merit, but, as tends so often to be the case, the words of a thoughtful man have



been misinterpreted and taken to unreasonable extremes.Von Mises’ observation is quite
correct when one looks, for instance, at those countries where business and politics are so
incestuously intertwined that democracy in any meaningful sense is impossible, leading to a
descent into plutocracy or oligarchy. Or when business uses its financial heft and lobbying power
to exercise excessive influence for narrow self-interest rather than broad societal benefit. Or
when politics itself descends into the narrow defence of powerful vested interests and
clientelism.South Korea is a relatively young democracy, having moved towards full democracy
in the late 1980s and the 1990s. Yet power remains concentrated. The presidency has
substantial, some might argue excessive, powers. Samsung is the largest and most powerful of
the Korean chaebols (conglomerates) that more or less control the country’s economy. The pride
of the nation, Samsung accounts for 13 per cent of South Korea’s GDP. The scandal involved
Lee Jae-yong, Samsung’s chief, and the country’s former (and first female) president, Park Gyun-
hye. It started with Lee’s efforts to secure his position as heir apparent to his father at the head of
the conglomerate. Bribes in the tens of millions of dollars flowed from Mr Lee to President Park
through a confidant – Choi Soon-sil.As the scandals came to light, millions protested in the
streets, President Park was impeached, convicted, removed from office, and eventually
sentenced to a total of 35 years’ imprisonment for multiple offences. Mr Lee was also tried,
convicted, and sentenced to two and a half years in prison.All these activities were illegal. They
highlight the dangers of a deep incestuous relationship between business and politics. And
particularly so when power is excessively concentrated – what one commentator called the
‘gangsterism’ that can arise in the nexus between politics and business.But beyond the clear
societal menaces posed by plutocracy, oligarchy, other forms of concentrated power and
embedded corruption, we should also recognize that the positive interdependence between
business and government runs deep in democratic societies. Workers are educated through
public education programmes, they travel to work and deliver goods on largely government-built
or subsidized infrastructure, their health is looked after by healthcare systems that are, to a
greater or lesser extent, government-funded. Some of the world’s most successful companies –
Google, Ebook Tops, Uber and many, many others – as well as our whole current way of life –
would simply not exist if they were not free-riding on a huge government-built infrastructure: the
internet. Pharmaceutical companies regularly draw on basic science emerging from academia,
the National Institutes of Health, and other public bodies to bring us innovative medical
treatments. Almost the whole defence industry is government-dependent – and we rightly worry
when arms are sold to non-government actors. So it goes on, and on, and on. But most
important of all is the understanding that markets are primarily political constructs, not business
or economic constructs. Without political institutions, markets as we know them – whether local
(Chapter 3) or global (Chapter 4) – cannot function, or even exist.This book argues that politics
and business, two important pillars of our democratic system, are joined at the hip. Because
business is central to how our societies and our economies function, it is inherently political.
Senior business leaders cannot be ‘apolitical’. They may choose to be non-partisan in a political



party sense (at least publicly), but that does not make them apolitical – because nobody who
has any views at all on how the world should function – and the role of business in that – can
legitimately describe themselves as apolitical. In fact, taking the trouble to declare oneself
‘apolitical’ is, in itself, a political statement.That business and politics are intertwined is clearly
stated by economist and journalist Anatole Kaletsky: ‘The economy of the future will be explicitly
a mixed economy, in the sense that both the public and private sectors will play an important
role.’8 What Kaletsky is writing about has always been true. But he is right in that we have
entered a new era – what I describe as the new political capitalism. An age where, with
increasing polarization, ever more people are becoming politicized in the sense that they have,
and increasingly express, strong views about how our societies should function – and the role
that business must play. This offers huge opportunities for those businesses that develop
effective political antennae. From why businesses exist at all, to how they are run, to the
importance of diverse thinking, to what they stand for, culturally and politically. All of which offer
positive prospects for those business leaders who have the capability to effect a change in
mindset and to embrace the new political capitalism (see Chapter 5).In Chapter 6, I examine
how the new era is also visible in the surge in the number of political brands. Brands and
companies that take a long-term, values-based approach to how they approach customers
rather than a purely functional approach that is easily superseded. Some, like Patagonia, are
authentic and successful. Others have committed missteps as they, and their advertising and
branding agencies, misread the political and cultural runes.Companies such as Facebook (now
Meta) can be reasonably reclassified from technology companies to political corporations. All
aspects of Facebook’s business – from its fundamental business model to issues surrounding
privacy, the influence on elections and the impact on social values to its attempt to set up Diem
(previously Libra) as an alternative global currency – are almost purely political issues resulting
in Mark Zuckerberg and other Facebook executives spending significant time facing lawmakers
across the world.1Some will continue to argue that the role of business is purely financial – to
make money – and that everything should be looked at within that framework. Even if one were
to accept that premise, which I don’t, we need to acknowledge some fundamentals – like asking
the question ‘What is money?’Take a dollar bill and look at it carefully. You will see that it is
simply a colourful piece of paper with the signature of the US secretary of the treasury on one
side, and the slogan ‘In God We Trust’ on the other. We accept the dollar in payment, because
we trust in God and the US secretary of the treasury. The crucial role of trust explains why our
financial systems are so tightly bound up with our political, social and ideological systems. 9Or,
to put it another way, ‘In all modern economies the government defines money by choosing what
it will accept in payment of taxes.’10Even the act of ‘making money’ is therefore intricately bound
with our political and social systems because money itself must be so bound if it is to have any
value. We shall see whether the movement to ‘privatize’ money through the launch of
cryptocurrencies and other non-government-backed money will be successful and to what
degree – especially if no major government will ever accept such currencies as acceptable for



paying taxes while governments themselves launch central bank digital currencies.Here I argue
that we have entered a new era – what I call the New Political Capitalism. A period that meshes
socio-political trends with business purpose, strategy and operations. It affects businesses top
to bottom – from who is willing to work for them to how productive and innovative they can be, to
the basis on which they acquire and retain customers. It represents the antithesis of the late
twentieth-century culture of financialized capitalism with its exclusive focus on short-term
financial performance at whatever cost and, for some, the insidious and corrosive separation of
business activity from social context.Of course, financialized capitalism itself is not separate
from politics. Its rise was enabled by state action (e.g. the Greenspan put2 ) combined with state
inaction in other parts of the political economy. All of which was part of the political ideology that
flourished at the time, much of it encouraged by financial and business interests. Politically, that
perspective is changin g. And more rapidly than many of us imagined.In the closing chapter, I
bring together the various threads explored in the book to describe the change from
financialized to political capitalism, what that means and how that progression is coming about
in fits and starts – as is inherent in the nature of all social change.Businesses, politicians and
policymakers all face the same twenty-first-century set of radical challenges. Change is
happening at a much faster pace. The issues faced are not linear, they are less predictable; they
are not easily resolved within the confines of existing structures and institutions. Problems are
more complex. They are structural and systemic in nature, not easily soluble with minor tweaks
to the established order. This makes everything inevitably much more political.Conventional
tools may no longer work. As Jean-Claude Trichet, then President of the European Central Bank,
put it in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis: ‘As a policymaker during the crisis, I found the
available models of limited help. In fact, I would go further. In the face of the crisis, we felt
abandoned by conventional tools.’11 The same is true for business – in the aftermath of the
COVID pandemic, the complexity of the necessary response to climate change and
environmental degradation, for how we deal with the world of social media, the changing geo-
political landscape that affects everything from supply chains to the impact of business activities
on national security and the many other political issues that have started to envelop business
practices. Well-established models and conventional approaches are no longer as effective in
the twenty-first-century world of political capitalism.As the new political capitalism continues to
develop – and the indications are that it will accelerate rather than slow down or stall – we will
see a clear divide between those who embrace it and ride the wave to sustainable success, and
those who cling to the late twentieth century way of thinking even as the world moves on.Which
do you want to be?Notes1 At the time of writing, the name ‘Meta’ was being contested by Meta
PCs.2 Refers to former Federal Reserve chair Alan Greenspan’s monetary policy response to
financial crisis that came to be seen as encouraging extreme financial speculation and the
creation of unsustainable asset bubbles.2What is Politics?‘What we mean by “politics” is the
people’s business – the most important business there is.’Adlai StevensonAmerican lawyer,
politician and diplomatDemocratic presidential nominee, 1952 & 1956For many, the first thing



that ‘politics’ brings to mind is the electioneering process. A process that may seem grubby and
fundamentally dishonest.That’s hardly surprising. For a large proportion of the population, it is
the showbiz nature and the sheer intensity of the electoral process that fleetingly focuses their
mind on what they perceive as ‘politics’. The rest of the time, most people are busy getting on
with their lives, running their business, earning a living, putting food on the table, looking after
their family, enjoying their holiday, or whatever else. Politics seems – only ‘seems’, mind you, as
we shall see later – to play a small and intermittent part in their lives. Those who spend much of
their mental and physical time focused on the political process are unrepresentative
outliers.Today, the electoral process seems even grubbier and more dishonest than it has for
some time. This, in some part, is due to the activities of business. The rise of an uncontrolled
and seemingly uncontrollable social media environment has not only degraded any concept of
truth and honesty but has had a big cultural impact, positive and negative. Positively, it has given
voice to many who previously had no discernible political voice. Through the creation of echo
chambers and the erosion of basic civility between people who hold different views, it has also
enabled greater political and social polarization. The increasing scrutiny and media coverage of
political campaign financing and lobbying for narrow self-interest has also added to the feeling of
grubbiness in the electoral and governance processes. The premise of this chapter is that the
idea that politics is just about elections, that it plays a small part in people’s personal and
business lives, is fundamentally mistaken.Some weeks ago, I went to another of those weekend
friends and family gatherings we are all familiar with. As we sat down for dinner, our host opened
the proceedings: ‘Please let’s not talk politics at the dinner table.’ He wanted to keep the
peace.And in business?Most of us know that [politics and religion] should absolutely be avoided
in business settings. After all, project teams have enough trouble meeting deadlines and
keeping the peace among stakeholders. Why borrow trouble by getting into arguments about
politics or religion?1People want to avoid political discourse in these settings because it arouses
deep passions. Because it affects every aspect of our lives. And nothing that arouses deep
passions is unimportant or marginal in people’s lives.You may be glad to know that I am not
about to argue that the workplace should become a free-for-all of loud political debate – though
it might, whether we like it or not, as we shall see later. But what I do argue is that this
reasonable desire to keep largely unresolvable political arguments out of the workplace setting
is all too often translated into the falsity that business is therefore apolitical. Something that is
clearly not the case when we see how overtly political issues like board representation and
equal pay and status for women and minorities, environmental and climate impact, even day-to-
day operational issues like whether one should have gender-neutral bathrooms have come to
occupy so much management time.To what extent have individuals been able to bridge the gulf
between business and political cultures? The results are mixed. A number of successful
business leaders did not get much traction in the political realm: Ross Perot, Steve Forbes, Carly
Fiorina, Meg Whitman, Herman Cain, Morry Taylor.Others went on to achieve political
office.Donald Trump achieved what many consider the highest, most important political office on



the planet. Michael Bloomberg was elected Mayor of New York City. Other businessmen
successfully became US State Governors – Rick Snyder (Michigan), Kenny Guinn (Nevada),
John Hickenlooper (Colorado).Outside the US, Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil, Andrej Babiš in the
Czech Republic, Silvio Berlusconi in Italy, Saad Hariri in Lebanon, Piñera Sebastián in Chile, and
others, are businesspeople who also achieved high political office. In contrast to the many
politicians (including, for instance, David Cameron, Emmanuel Macron, George W. Bush,
Theresa May) who are primarily political creatures but have had business experience in their
youth.Whatever one thinks of the performance of these businesspeople in office, the question is
whether their success was driven by an intuitive understanding of political culture and a natural
aptitude for turning their skills to politics, or that business had, in and of itself, prepared them
especially well for political office.Most businesspeople who achieve political office are usually
elected on the basis of two premises. The fir st is a positioning as ‘outsiders’ from the political
class, ready to shake the tree and change an entrenched culture that many voters have come to
regard with suspicion at best, repugnance at worst. Of course, once there, changing politics is
not as easy as it seems. ‘Most of the folks who come in have little understanding of how things
work but are arrogant enough to think they can change 200+ years of American governing,’
according to Eric Herzik, political scientist at University of Nevada-Reno.2The second is the
promise that their business experience will make them good administrators. There may well be
some truth to that. In the UK, for instance, the government appointed Kate Bingham, a
businesswoman and venture capitalist specializing in biopharmaceuticals, to manage the
COVID-19 vaccine procurement process with great success.But politics is not primarily a
managerial or administrative job. As we shall see later, it’s the job of making moral and ethical
trade-offs, representing as well as leading the national culture and bringing a large proportion of
the population willingly along with you. Administration is the job of civil servants, not politicians.
Even basics like accounting rules are different for government and for business. It is a gross
misunderstanding to believe that politics is about ‘managing the economy’ in the same way one
manages a business.Eisenhower, the man, enjoyed from the first tremendous popularity.
Eisenhower, the President, did not really become effective until he had lost Sherman Adams and
John Foster Dulles, his two ‘theater commanders’ or ‘general managers’. Their loss forced him
to become a political leader instead of the non-political administrator he had tried to
be.3Understanding the differenceThe nature of the gulf between business and politics can
maybe be better understood by taking a flight of fantasy. How would management behaviours
change if CEOs ran companies along the following principles:• You would have to be voted into
your CEO job every four or five years by your workforce (with any employees who have left or
whom you have fired still having a vote);• You could only choose your board of directors from
people also elected by the workforce (as is the practice in some democracies);• In parallel, the
workforce would elect a shadow CEO and a shadow board, whose only jobs were to scrutinize
and be publicly and loudly critical of what you and the Executive Team were doing in the hope
that, a few years down the road, they would be chosen to take over;• Any decisions you take



would, before implementation, have to be approved by a large body of individuals whom you do
not have the power to fire, who are also elected by the workforce and approximately half of
whom would have an interest in seeing you fail;• That your relationship with your workforce was
not limited to employees delivering to a defined contractual agreement for which they got paid,
but extended to carrying responsibility for the health services they could access, the education
of their children, the building and maintenance of roads, transport links and all the other
infrastructure necessary for the workforce to turn up and actually do their work, how your
employees would survive when made redundant, how you were going to protect your workforce
from hostile foreign forces, etc., etc., etc.I think you get my drift. Most businesspeople would,
quite reasonably, run a million miles from such responsibilities. It is hard to imagine being able to
run a successful business in such circumstances.Then there is culture and perspective. A.G.
Block, former editor of the California Journal and associate director of the UC Center
Sacramento put it like this:Businesses tend to be dictatorships, where the edict of the CEO is
carried out by an army of minions. Governance is a messy process, where coalition-building is
required, and governors need to be good listeners willing to compromise. Goals also have social
implications that business executives often do not consider when making business decisions.
And their constituents in the business world – their stockholders – tend to be, for the most part, a
homogenous group with one common goal: profits. [For politicians], the constituency is a varied
mishmash with a variety of goals.In short, continuous contestation of views and opinions is the
foundation of democratic politics. Without continued, vociferous, public disagreement,
democracy dies. Agreement, efficiency and practical effectiveness, on the other hand, underpin
business.Businesspeople are trained in problem-solving skills that they hone over the course of
their career. Not so in politics.[The President’s] job is not to ‘solve’ the new issues. It is to make
us start to work on them. Above all, he has to create understanding, and this requires dissent
and controversy as much as it requires support and approval.4It is therefore unsurprising that
business leaders reaching elected office often find difficult the constant bickering, endless
opposition to what they do, being constantly pilloried in the media and swapping the deference
surrounding a CEO for becoming every voter’s convenient punch bag.Through a
businessperson’s lens, it’s also hard to fathom why on earth politicians do what they do:What’s it
all for, though?... you sacrifice your best years, your family, your friends, even your health — and
for what? A portrait on the stairs? The opportunity to spend the rest of your life with your
bodyguards? The rare privilege of having people shout abuse at you wherever you go?5I guess
it’s a bit like asking why some people have a passion for collecting stamps, others for extreme
sports. There is no ‘reason’ – it just is. And we should be grateful that some want to do the
largely thankless job of politics.I put all this forward not as some sort of simplistic guide for
businesspeople wanting to enter politics. Rather, I suggest that going through this mental
exercise and really spending time trying to imagine how one would conduct oneself under these
circumstances is a good first step to starting to develop a worldview through a political lens.Let’s
get back to ‘What is Politics?’Hopefully, the previous section has convinced some readers that



my friend was right when he claimed that he and his colleagues saw politics operating to a totally
different logic than business. I also hope that I may have started tentatively to explore both why
the logic is different, and that this different logic, let’s call it political rationality, is both reasonable
and understandable. Now I want to get back to the question posed as the title of this chapter:
What is Politics?This is a question that has occupied many for centuries. I don’t pretend to be
able to answer it in any way comprehensively – if anyone can. My aim is to help readers look at
political thinking and political behaviour in a way that helps start to build a political lens through
which they can look at their own business and their own business behaviours, thereby
strengthening both.Politics is a battle of ideas, in which participants attempt to control the
narrative through tapping deep-rooted values and beliefs, rather than invoking objective self-
interest.6Let us parse the above statement for a moment. First is the statement that politics is
about deep-rooted values and beliefs. These, of course, take many forms. As the author also
points out in the same piece, it’s primarily about identity and culture. People develop political
allegiances based on their own vision of themselves – much as they choose some brands in an
attempt to make a statement about who they are rather than for the brand’s functional
value.Successful political parties are those that manage to capture the spirit of the times. Those
that are in tune with the prevailing popular concerns and the predominant cultural mores.
Unsuccessful parties are those that remain stuck within their narrow ideological frameworks
irrespective of changing cultural expectations.In the UK, for example, the Conservative Party has
developed a chameleon-like capability to change its electoral programmes in tune with the
prevailing mood and values. It broadly maintains an ideological belief in market economies and
rewarding individual effort, but how that becomes expressed in its electoral platform changes
significantly over time.The 1970s saw the Party adopt a paternalistic ‘One-Nation Conservatism’
platform that resonated then. That political positioning ran out of road as the UK sank into
prolonged economic downturn in the late 1970s, culminating in the Winter of Discontent in 1979
under a Labour government. The election of Margaret Thatcher in the UK and her soulmate
Ronald Reagan in the US saw a swing towards what we now call neoliberal ideology: a small,
non-intrusive state with private enterprise and the efforts of the individual as the cultural
protagonists and drivers of the economy. It was a political revolution that revitalized Britain at the
price of significant social unrest and much personal and community hardship in previously
industrialized regions.Thatcher read the mood. The experiences of the winter of 1979 left many
ready for big change to get the country out of its funk: Britain was broken and needed fixing was
the prevailing attitude.The Thatcher revolution highlighted the key characteristic of politics – that
it is all about moral choices:Neoliberalism is not merely a policy agenda, but also a moral
framework that teaches individuals to conceive of themselves not as, say, wage earners, but
rather as risk-taking entrepreneurs who should expect to shoulder the financial risks of their
participation in higher education, the credit system and deregulated labour markets.7The author
should have gone further. Politics, and political philosophies, are primarily about setting a moral
framework and appealing to people’s sense of identity. Do I like to think of myself as a low-risk



wage earner or a risk-taking entrepreneur? Different people will have different responses to that
question. And, of course, there are many in our societies who are simply unable to carry such
financial risks even if they were so inclined. What of them?Policies flow from that overarching
framework. They are simply the practical means of putting it into practice. The development of a
set of policies without a clear, overarching moral framework and worldview is a hollow
exercise.When business leaders declare any particular policy initiative to be ‘anti-business’,
what they are mostly saying is that they are operating within a moral framework regarding the
role of business in society that is different to that being put forward by the policymakers. Yet they
rarely articulate it as such. Most often they express it only in operational terms; how the new
policy might change how they run their business and possibly make it more challenging to do so.
It would be more useful if the conversation were to shift up a gear or two to a discussion of the
ethical, moral and ideological frameworks at play.As with all change programmes, many did not
get on board with the Thatcher revolution. Largely because they saw themselves as being at the
losing end of the new order. With any political decision, there are always winners and losers;
those who buy into the moral framework and those who don’t. Politicians do not delude
themselves that everything, or maybe anything, can be a win-win-win. They understand that all
decision making is based on a ‘balance sheet of comparative potential losses and gains.’8 To
govern is to choose, to choose is to divide.The Thatcher period was marred by social unrest and
violence in the streets. But, for all that, with her ‘Iron Lady’ brand and helped along by success in
the Falklands War that overshadowed the social unrest at home, Margaret Thatcher remained
Prime Minister from 1979–90, making her the longest-serving British PM of the twentieth century.
Eventually, she was sunk when her success led to an ever-increasing belief in the
unchallengeable righteousness of her own views (don’t we all recognize that?), an inability to
listen, and consequent increasing detachment from the public mood. It might be argued that
sustained success tempted her to forget that she was Prime Minister – a politician and first
among equals, not a chief executive commanding obedience.She was removed by her own
Cabinet.Fast forward to 2020 and a world reeling from the COVID-19 pandemic. Overnight,
Prime Minister Boris Johnson ditched what might be considered the Conservative religion of
fiscal rectitude and small government to cushion the economic damage by mounting one of the
largest exercises in public spending, soaring public debt and monetization ever seen. The
Conservative Party chameleon once again changed colour, better to deal with contemporary
necessities.Like businesses, political parties have no inherent right to continue to exist – even
less to be consistently successful. In the 2017 French presidential election, Emmanuel Macron
built a brand, captured people’s imagination, built an electoral campaigning infrastructure and
won the presidency in a few short months from a standing start. Candidates for political parties
that had had an incumbent position in French politics for decades were swept aside. These
parties collapsed in the subsequent parliamentary election, where Macron’s En Marche (later,
La Republique En Marche) swept the slate on the coattails of his presidential success.It is also
notable that Macron’s real opponents that year were not the traditional, incumbent parties but



other insurgents: Marine Le Pen’s Front National (National Front), running on a patriotic,
nationalist platform and Jean-Luc Mélenchon’s La France Insoumise (France Unbowed),
running on a socialist, redistributive political platform.Unlike incumbent parties steeped in their
traditions, their ways of doing things and, maybe, a sense of entitlement, the insurgents read the
spirit of the times – a desire for radical change. In the end, Macron won out for reasons I will not
go into here except to say that the two-round French electoral system tends to favour candidates
that lie more towards the mainstream. Fast forward a short three years and a large group of
elected representatives defected from his party. Before the end of his term, his party suffered
humiliating defeats in the 2021 regional elections. At the time of writing, it was doubtful whether
he would win re-election – an outcome that would likely depend on who ended up as his main
opponents.Why am I writing all this and what on earth does this have to do with business?
Business, too, operates within the prevailing culture. Developing a political lens through which
one can look at the world is one way in which businesses can understand the spirit of the times.
Successful politics both follows and drives contemporary culture. It can therefore provide
business leaders with insights into the social mores of the time – and, maybe more importantly,
the direction of travel.Rather than resisting political action that may be perceived as being
against individual corporations’ narrow interests, looking through a political lens enables
business leaders to ask productive questions. Why are politicians behaving in this way? What
does this tell me about the social and cultural norms in which we are now operating? What does
all this mean for how I should be running my business? It requires looking at political action with
curiosity and a wish to learn rather than reaching judgements based on self-focused
perspectives. We call this approach ‘Cultural leadership’ and I shall explore it further in Chapter
5.Important in this analysis is the role of what have come to be known by many as ‘populist’
political parties. Many dismiss ‘populism’ as some kind of political aberration to be condemned
simply because it does not fit with their own worldviews. Yet the successful among these parties
have a particular skill at tapping into people’s grievances as well as their hopes. The leaders in
question may often turn out to be unable to deliver on their promises. But lack of delivery
capability – which happens for a whole host of reasons – does not mean that such parties are
not politically savvy, or that they are not tapping into the spirit of the times.I prefer to call these
parties insurgent rather than the dismissive ‘populist’ label that seems to me to be simply a head-
in-the-sand excuse for not engaging with why they are successful. Insurgents tend to ride a wave
of popular discontent that leads voters to adopt a quasi-revolutionary mindset – that things have
become bad enough that they want political leaders willing to tear down the existing order and
replace it with something new. And they don’t much care about what that ‘new’ might look like –
as long as it’s different from the old and as long as ‘the old guard’ is overthrown in an ‘off-with-
their-heads’ moment.Business leaders tend to abhor such insurgency. Their preference is for the
stability of the status quo. That which has made them successful, that with which they are
familiar and around which they have painstakingly structured their business. They hope for the
continuation of established political forces with which they have built a position of



influence.Revolution is bad for business.When established business leaders do call for change,
it tends to be incremental and driven by business priorities – deregulation, lower corporate taxes,
subsidy regimes for the favoured, etc., rarely from a desire to change market structures
fundamentally.In business terms, insurgents can be seen as the political equivalent of
entrepreneurs. Dissatisfied with the status quo, they can imagine new models that upend how
business is done. They proceed to create something that disrupts the system – even though the
path to getting there is always fraught, uncertain, convoluted and rarely succeeds at the first
attempt. It is not surprising that many entrepreneurs identify with political insurgents while
leaders of long-established businesses tend to identify with established parties. It is also not
surprising that most insurgent political parties end up failing – just like entrepreneurs.To take one
example, many insurgent parties have taken a stance against the current model of globalization
(I’ll address the politics of globalization in Chapter 4). This makes political sense in a world
where the faults of our current model of globalization are becoming clearer and where it is seen
as the cause of many communities and regions being decimated. Culturally, globalization is an
increasingly dirty word – further sullied by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.Business is
usually horrified by such talk. The multinational business model depends on it. And many large
businesses have managed to shape global trade to their advantage – an advantage they are
unwilling to lose. Yet that model of globalization is more or less over.Is it more productive for
business leaders to resist these developing social mores because they may damage their
business model? Or would it be preferable to be able to develop a deep understanding of the
drivers of this cultural change and how best to think about one’s own business model in this
changing context?Many businesses do both. They show a willingness to adapt (at varying
speeds and with good or bad grace) while trying to delay change as much as possible to allow
adaptation to take place. Others resist tooth and nail. Others still can see how more rapid
change can give them a competitive advantage.Making these choices requires a good feel of
how and over what period the political climate will change. In politics, such change can be
predictable and gradual, or it bubbles for a long time below the surface until it suddenly takes off
when many disparate factors happen to come together to create the tipping point. Much like the
process of innovation. Or, as Rudi Dornbusch put it in the context of economics, ‘things take
longer to happen than you think they will, and then they happen faster than you thought they
could’.One such example is the issue of banking secrecy on which almost all the highly
successful Swiss banking industry was based for decades if not longer. At some point it became
clear that banking secrecy as practised was not going to remain politically viable. When I spoke
to Swiss bankers at the time, they understood this perfectly. They knew full well that it was a
dying business model and that no amount of lobbying would work because the underlying
narrative no longer had political resonance. That the beneficiaries of the system had poor and
eroding political standing. Rather than digging their heels in, resisting, and trotting out the same
old mantras about wealth creation and all the rest, they pragmatically started to adapt. Their
main political intervention was to seek to ensure that the process was gradual enough that it



would give them time to change and develop new business models. Politicians were receptive to
that in a way they would not have been receptive to the idea that the system had to be
maintained. The industry changed and many players survived and prospered with new business
models.The danger comes when we start to believe that tipping points can be postponed
forever. Or pushed so far into the future that we really don’t need to worry about them now.
Businesses then get taken by surprise with significant consequent disruption. Such
misjudgements are often the result of insufficiently developed political and cultural an tennae
within organizations.Another example is President Trump’s war on climate change mitigation and
environmental protection. Some in the business world cheered his executive orders, seeing
them as a licence to carry on with business as usual. But it was always clear that Trump was
pushing against the evolving cultural winds. That his actions would turn out to be a mere blip in
the continuum of mounting concern, and increasing state action, around these issues. The
wisest saw them as a welcome pause that would give them more time to adapt and change.
Others truly believed he had turned the tide and that they could continue to obstruct further
progress indefinitely. For that misjudgement they may pay a price in declining
performance.When it comes to climate change, there are also bigger tipping points to consider.
Many businesses have now embraced the imperative to reduce carbon emissions. Others are
piling on. The new fad around mining for cryptocurrencies uses up huge amounts of energy with
consequent negative impact on the climate. This is leading major economies such as China to
add climate impact to questions of financial stability and money laundering as a reason to crack
down on the use of these assets.What hasn’t yet been talked about enough is that should
severe climate change and critical ecosystem degradation come to pass, this will interact with
other factors to change dramatically the whole geo-political landscape. From conflict due to food
shortages and mass migration, from water poverty to national security, from the impact on
human health to the increasing ineffectiveness of established institutional structures, politically,
climate change and ecosystem degradation will upend everything. They will upset the political
balances within which businesses have become used to operating: ‘Climate impacts are
manifold, diffuse and of systemic consequence in the aggregate… the more intangible third-
order socio-political and institutional effects have not been fully appreciated.’9 Some businesses
have moved on from step one – reducing carbon emissions – to thinking in these structural
political terms. Others have yet to get there.The US intelligence community understands these
threats perfectly. The 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment report makes clear that these
changes are ‘likely to fuel competition for resources, economic distress, and social
discontent.’10 The socio-political landscape – and therefore the business landscape – will be
very different as a result of our continued destruction of our own environment.As a friend put it to
me, if you think that current political pressures to reduce carbon emissions and environmental
degradation are onerous and disruptive, you ain’t seen nothing yet.Beyond self-interestWhen
President Trump slapped tariffs on imported steel, Harley-Davidson, an icon of American
manufacturing, decided to shift some of its production out of the US – a business decision. US



workers were going to lose their jobs. We will cover later the broad political impact of such
business decisions – one of them being to entrench further the ‘anti-globalization’ sentiment.
Here, I want to focus on values.One worker interviewed during this process understood that he
might lose his job and was asked whether he thought Trump had made the wrong decision in
imposing tariffs (the business view). His response surprised the TV interviewer: ‘Yes, I know I
might lose my job. But it was still the right decision. We must stop others exploiting America
through unfair competition.’ His ire, in as much as there was any, was reserved for management.
At the time, The Financial Times also interviewed a number of Harley employees and reported,
‘Many of Harley’s own employees, interviewed this week in the Financial Times, said they
supported Mr. Trump’s policies.’11Why?Getting back to our previous quote about politics:
‘tapping deep-rooted values and beliefs, rather than invoking objective self-interest’, President
Trump tapped those values whereas management might have imagined that the workforce
would blame the President for a bad decision while considering their own decisions perfectly
‘rational’. A perfect example of the difference between thinking in business terms and thinking
politically. What seems right from one perspective seems utterly mistaken from another.
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